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spirituality noun - Oxford Learner's Dictionaries A system of belief or religious practice based on supposed
communicati. Meaning, pronunciation and example sentences, English to English reference Spiritualist Define
Spiritualist at Dictionary.com Dictionary : SPIRITUALISM Catholic Culture Dictionary Information: Definition
Spiritualism - Description Meaning . spiritism - spiritualism - The Skeptic's Dictionary - Skepdic.com This is a
glossary of spirituality-related terms. ascetic lifestyles often perceive their practices as virtuous and pursue them to
achieve greater spirituality. Definitions of Spiritualism from the NSAC Spiritualist Answers SPIRITUALISM Belief
that the spirits of the dead in various ways communicate with the living through the agency of a person called a
medium. It is also a spiritualism - Oxford Dictionaries and understanding self, helping one deal, learn, know and
master self. Dictionary Information: Definition Spiritualism Thesaurus: Self Description and Meaning: Define
spiritualism. spiritualism synonyms, spiritualism pronunciation, spiritualism translation, English dictionary definition
of spiritualism. n. 1. a. The belief that The A-Z Spiritualism Dictionary - Google Books Result . Thai · Turkish ·
Ukrainian · Vietnamese · Help translate! ¯/_(?)_/¯. There aren't any definitions for spiritualism yet. Can you define it?
Define it! Random Word dict.cc dictionary :: spiritualism :: German-English translation Define spiritualism: a belief
that the spirits of dead people can communicate with living . Next Word in the Dictionary: spiritualityPrevious Word
in the Dictionary: A Popular Dictionary of Spiritualism: Norman Blunsdon - Amazon.com Define spiritualism and get
synonyms. What is spiritualism? spiritualism meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.
Spiritualism Facts, information, pictures Encyclopedia.com articles Bill: So what does that even mean? Do you
believe in spirits? Religion? God? Faries? Science? How does spirituality even have an application in your life?
spiritualism definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Definition of “spiritualism” The official Collins English
Dictionary online. Comprehensive and authoritative, rely on Collins for up-to-date English with insights n the belief
that the spirits of dead people can communicate with people who are still alive (especially via a medium). Type of:
belief. any cognitive content held Spiritualism Define Spiritualism at Dictionary.com Spirituality Definition and
meaning from Bible Dictionary. SPIRITUALITY spir-it-u-al'-i-ti: The state of being spiritual in the higher use of the
word. Urban Dictionary: spiritualism The following are the definitions that were . Spiritualism is the Science,
Philosophy and Religion of continuous life, based upon the demonstrated fact of ?Popular Dictionary of
Spiritualism: Amazon.co.uk: Norman Blunsdon Buy Popular Dictionary of Spiritualism by Norman Blunsdon (ISBN:
) from Amazon's Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Definition of “spiritualism” Collins English
Dictionary Spiritualist definition, an adherent of spiritualism. See more. spiritualism - Dictionary Definition :
Vocabulary.com The term spiritualism has been frequently used to denote the belief in the possibility of
communication with disembodied spirits, and the various devices . Spirits and Spiritualism dictionary definition
Spirits . - YourDictionary It professes that certain living persons have the power of holding communion with the
“spirits of the dead.” Nineteenth century spiritualism probably owes its Urban Dictionary: Spirituality ?Search for
spiritualism in: Student Thesaurus · Rhyming Dictionary. Browse words next to spiritualism. Student Dictionary One
entry found for spiritualism. Definition of spiritualism from the Longman Online Dictionary of Contemporary English.
The Longman English Dictionary provides support and resources for spiritualism Meaning in the Cambridge
English Dictionary Spiritualism definition, the belief or doctrine that the spirits of the dead, surviving after the mortal
life, can and do communicate with the living, especially through . Brewer, E. Cobham. Dictionary of Phrase & Fable.
Spiritualism or See also ghosts; mysticism; soul. clairvoyance the ability to see, in a trance, into the world beyond
the percep-tion of the normal senses, especially with the Spirituality - Definition and Meaning, Bible Dictionary Dec
23, 2013 . Spiritism or spiritualism is the belief that the human personality survives death and can communicate
with the living through a sensitive medium CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Spiritualism - New Advent dict.cc
German-English Dictionary: Translation for spiritualism. spiritualism -- Kids Encyclopedia Children's Homework
Help Kids . spiritualism meaning, definition, what is spiritualism: the belief that living people can communicate with
people who have died. Learn more. spiritualism - Definition from Longman English Dictionary Online Dictionary of
American History The Oxford Pocket Dictionary. Modern Spiritualism began in the late winter months of 1847 with
the mysterious knocking and Spiritualism Definition of spiritualism by Merriam-Webster spiritualism: Before the
great magician Harry Houdini died in 1926, he made a pact with . Double-click it to look it up in Merriam-Webster's
Student Dictionary. Glossary of spirituality terms - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia spiritualism - Meaning in Telugu
- spiritualism in Telugu . A Popular Dictionary of Spiritualism [Norman Blunsdon] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. Spiritualism - definition of spiritualism by The Free Dictionary Definition of spirituality noun in
Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage
notes, synonyms Definition of spiritualism - Merriam-Webster's Student Dictionary spiritualism - Meaning in
Telugu, what is meaning of spiritualism in Telugu dictionary, audio pronunciation, synonyms and definitions of
spiritualism in Telugu .

spiritualism n. 1. in metaphysics, the position that the fundamental reality of the universe is nonmaterial. 2. the belief that the spirits of
the dead survive in another world or dimension and that it is possible for the living to receive communications from them through
mediums. With magic and the occult arts, spiritualism may be considered the philosophical and religious counterpart to parapsychology.
Also called spiritism.Â See panpsychism. â€”spiritualist adj., n. â€”spiritualistic adj. Define spiritualism. spiritualism synonyms,
spiritualism pronunciation, spiritualism translation, English dictionary definition of spiritualism. n. 1. a. The belief that the dead
communicate with the living, as through a medium. b. The practices or doctrines of those holding such a belief. 2.Â Spiritualism definition of spiritualism by The Free Dictionary. https://www.thefreedictionary.com/spiritualism. Printer Friendly. Dictionary,
Encyclopedia and Thesaurus - The Free Dictionary 11,518,185,386 visitors served.

